Cross Reference Services
Power your workflow and tap into our extensive linking capabilities for securities, issuers, and entities.

S&P Global
Market Intelligence
Save time with our extensive linked reference data and gain valuable perspective on company relationships.

Leverage our extensive global cross reference solution that seamlessly links reference data by company, security, and industry—so you can better manage data integration and minimize manual processes.

Cross Reference Services

### Business Entity (BECRS)
- Help improve operational efficiencies, mitigate risk, assist with client onboarding, and manage investment restriction guidelines.
- Easily link the standardized and proprietary IDs for over nine million entities to the primary key, the S&P Capital IQ Company ID.
- Gain insight on complex company relationships and corporate trees with automated linking capabilities.
- Link to entity identifiers such as LEI, S&P Ratings, CUSIP6, and more.

### Industry Sector (ISCRS)
Leverage extensive industry sector classification linking at the company level for:
- GICS®
- ICB Sector Classification (ICB)
- ETF Style Classification
- S&P Global Ratings
- Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
- North American Industry Classification System (NAIC)
- Nomenclature générale des activités économiques dans L’Union Européenne (NACE)
- Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZIC)

### Global Instrument (GICRS)
- Access a deep database of global security identifiers cross-referencing over 57 million instruments for reliable linking capabilities.
- Streamline your operations and create customized data mapping systems for securities and trading items such as mutual funds, equity, municipals, commercials papers, bonds, indices, and floating rate notes.
- Keep up with the expanding markets and rapid growth of new securities by using this automated service to assist in the effort of linking securities to issuers.
- Link a security to its ISIN, CUSIP/CINS, SEDOL, Bloomberg FIGI, Barra, Markit LoanX, and more.

Layers of Cross Reference Services
Reveal connections with a powerful set of capabilities.

**Company Relationships**
- Leverage our detailed corporate relationships data sets to capture and build a comprehensive corporate family tree.
- Identify the child to the parent, to determine the ultimate parent of a company, identify private equity sponsors, find current and prior investors, and more. Relationship types include acquisitions, investments, investment arms, lenders, affiliates, and index providers among others, with further classifications as current, prior, pending, or canceled.
- Quickly identify securities to a corporate hierarchy using the S&P Capital IQ Ultimate Parent ID. Link 1.6 million relationships to their corresponding securities.

**Flexible Delivery**
Leverage our comprehensive, integrated delivery platform, Xpressfeed™, with an optional, highly convenient loader that automates the download and management of data packages delivered at any frequency.

**Access our broad range of Cross Reference Services to eliminate manual processes and enhance your workflow.**
- **Streamlined Linking**: Link to a variety of company level data sets like Corporate Relationships, Business Entity Cross Reference Services, and Company Fundamentals.
- **Reporting**: Help meet regulatory reporting requirements that require a specific classification system while using a different classification for benchmarking.
- **Benchmarking**: Pick and choose one or multiple classifications to perform company comparisons and peer group analysis.
- **Screening**: Use multiple sector classifications to refine portfolios and sample sets.
- **Analysis**: Map regional and global classifications to measure exposure and assist in managing risk.
- **Select Asset List**: Capture majority owned subsidiaries of sanctioned entities including companies identified by the Office of Foreign Assets Control and European External Action Service, as it pertains to the Russia-Ukraine relationship.
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S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data, research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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